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Please% note% that% we% are% continually% seeking% volunteers,% whether%
academics,% practitioners,% MPhil/PhD% students,% or% others% who% have%
expertise%in%the%broad%field%of%international%relations%to%contribute%
reviews%of%the%many%books%that%we%receive%from%publishers.%If%you%
are% interested% in% reviewing% something% for% us,% please% visit% our%
website%for%a%list%of%the%books%which%are%currently%available%and%our%
review%guidelines,%and%then%contact%us%at%CJIRDbooks@luc.edu%with%
a% brief% explanation% of% your% relevant% expertise% and% therefore%
suitability% to% undertake% the% review.% If% there% is% a% book% that% you% do%
not%see%listed%but%would%like%to%review,%feel%free%to%propose%this%to%
us:% publishers% are% often% happy% to% send% us% a% review% copy.% For% PhD%
students,% especially,% this% is% a% great% way% to% access% expensive% books:%
once% you% complete% a% review% for% us,% the% book% is% yours% to% keep% for%
your%nascent%personal%library!%

%
European) Integration) and) Postcolonial) Sovereignty) Games:)
The) EU) Overseas) Countries) and) Territories,% Edited% by% Rebecca%
Adler4Nissen% and% Ulrik% Pram% Gad,% New% York:% Routledge,% 2013,%
252pp.%Paperback.%ISBN%97804157315543.%
%
The% number% of% studies% on% the% non4self4governing% territories% that%
remain% associated% with,% but,% unlike% the% Overseas% Regions% (ORs)% of%
the% European% Union% (EU),% are% not% part% of% it,% has% grown% in% recent%
years.1% However,% the% vast% majority% of% the% literature% deals% with% the%
longer4standing%relationships%that%exist%at%the%sub4regional%level.%In%
other% words,% there% is% still% a% particular% interest% in% identifying% and%
explaining% the% links% between% the% territories% (such% as% Bermuda,%
Curaçao,% Greenland,% and% New% Caledonia)% and% their% administering%
powers% (United% Kingdom,% Netherlands,% Denmark% and% France%
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respectively).% This% is% perhaps% understandable% as% these%
relationships% have% long% existed% and% traditionally% the% most%
important% political,% economic% and% social% interactions% have% been%
undertaken% at% this% level.% As% a% consequence,% only% a% very% small%
number%of%authors%have%investigated%the%relationship%between%the%
EU% and% its% so4called% Overseas% Countries% and% Territories% (OCTs).2%
That% is% why% this% book% edited% by% Adler4Nissen% and% Gad,% both% of%
whom%are%based%at%the%University%of%Copenhagen,%is%so%welcome.%It%
offers%an%important%and%original%comparative%analysis%of%the%varied%
set%of%relations%that%link%the%OCTs%with%the%EU%and%the%states%upon%
which%they%constitutionally%depend.%
Part% IV% of% the% 1957% Treaty% of% Rome% established% links% between%
the%EU%and%its%then%colonies.%Those%territories%that%did%not%move%to%
independence% stayed% under% the% provisions% of% Part% IV% and% became%
categorised%as%OCTs,%and%this%status%remains%in%place%today.%The%25%
OCTs% are% not% part% of% the% EU% (because% they% are% not% Overseas%
Regions)% and% thus% are% not% directly% subject% to% EU% law,% but% they% are%
associate%members.%In%the%Treaty%of%Rome,%Europe’s%commitments%
to%the%OCTs%are:%‘To%promote%the%economic%and%social%development%
of% the% countries% and% territories% and% to% establish% close% economic%
relations% between% them% and% the% Community% as% a% whole’% (Part% IV,%
Article% 131).% Initially% relations% were% mainly% ‘light% versions’% of% the%
agreements%with%the%African,%Caribbean%and%Pacific%(ACP)%group%of%
countries.% In% addition,% the% administering% powers,% rather% than% the%
OCTs,% led% negotiations% with% the% EU.% However,% more% recently% the%
nature% of% the% relationship% and% the% OCTs’% engagement% with% the% EU%
have%deepened;%thus%the%need%for%a%collection%such%as%this%one.%
Since% the% 1990s,% EU4OTC% relations% have% strengthened.% For%
instance,% as% early% as% 1991,% all% OCT% products% were% given% free% and%
unlimited% access% to% the% EU,% and% in% 1997% the% OCTs% were% able% to%
access%a%limited%number%of%EU%funding%programmes.%More%recently,%
there% has% been% a% step4change% in% the% relationship% with% a% new%
agreement% signed% towards% the% end% of% 2013.% It% aims% to% modernise%
the% relationship% between% the% OCTs% and% the% EU,% ‘moving% beyond%
development%cooperation%and%focusing%on%a%reciprocal%relationship%
based%on%mutual%interests’.%A%key%provision%is%the%creation%of%closer%
economic%relations%between%the%EU%and%the%OCTs,%such%as%through%
an%improvement%in%market%access%for%OCT%goods%and%services,%and%
relaxation% of% the% rules% of% origin.% Others% include% enhancing% OCTs’%
competitiveness;% strengthening% their% resilience% and% reducing% their%
vulnerability;% and% creating% more% reciprocal% relations% between% the%
EU%and%OCTs%based%on%mutual%interests%and%shared%values.%%
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Significant% financial% assistance% is% also% provided.% Total% EU%
funding% for% the% OCTs% via% the% 11th% European% Development% Fund% is%
€364.5% million;% a% sizeable% increase% on% the% previous% allocation.% A%
key% reason% for% this% deepening% relationship% is% that% the% OCTs% now%
influence% policy% more% directly% and% more% strongly% via% structured%
dialogue% with% the% EU,% informal% contacts,% and% the% Overseas%
Countries% and% Territories% Association% (OCTA),% which% recently%
established% an% office% in% Brussels.% As% Hannibal,% Holst,% Gad,% and%
Adler4Nissen%argue%%
%
…the% OCTs% have% gradually% gained% a% degree% of% subjectivity% in%
Brussels%by%participating%in%meetings%and%discussions%between%the%
European%Commission%and%the%metropole%member%states.3%%

%
However,%with%a%more%engaged%set%of%OCTs%and%a%larger%allocation%
of% funds,% the% EU% is% demanding% that% the% territories% act% as% ‘strategic%
outposts’%with%greater%responsibilities%and%duties.%
The% overarching% objective% is% to% analyse% the% triangular%
relationship%between%states%(the%administering%powers)%and%state4
like% entities% (the% OCTs% and% EU)% through% the% idea% of% ‘sovereignty%
games’.% In% short,% how% does% a% group% of% postcolonial,% but% still% non4
self4governing,% territories% use% their% ambiguous% political% position%
and% the% ambivalent% nature% of% sovereignty% to% gain% strategic%
advantage?%%
The% book% undertakes% this% task% in% two% quite% distinct% parts.% The%
first% three% chapters% provide% different% perspectives% on% sovereignty.%
In% chapter% 2,% Grovogui% analyses% the% nature% of% postcolonial%
sovereignty%primarily%in%Africa%and%the%unmet%expectations%this%has%
brought.%In%chapter%3,%the%EU%is%the%focus,%and%MacAmhlaigh%views%
the% organisation% as% a% ‘late% sovereign’% entity% that% has% come% to%
challenge% existing% ideas% of% sovereignty% through% its% emphasis% on%
regional% integration.% The% autonomy% in% policy4making% this% brings%
and% the% lessons% it% provides% for% the% OCTs% are% useful.% As%
MacAmhlaigh% argues,% ‘OCTs% can% …% play% late% sovereignty% games% as%
non4sovereign% state% actors,% making% claims% to% functional% autonomy%
rather%than%territorial%exclusivity’.4%The%final%chapter%in%this%section%
is% by% Baldacchino,% who% provides% an% excellent% and% wide4ranging%
analysis%of%the%sovereign%experience%of%‘micropolities’.%He%is%rather%
upbeat% about% the% role% of% small% non4self4governing% territories% in%
furthering%their%interests%by%creatively%altering%their%arrangements.%
The% second% part% includes% several% case% studies% looking% at% the%
OCTs% and% their% relations% with% the% EU% and% their% administering%
powers.% There% are% three% chapters% on% the% UK% Overseas% Territories%
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(UKOTs)% (by% Palan,% Vlcek% and% Maurer)% that% focus% primarily% on%
offshore% finance.% These% complement% each% other% effectively,% but% a%
broader% assessment% of% EU–UKOT% relations% in% regard% to% good%
governance,%human%rights%and%economic%management%would%have%
been%worthwhile.%Further,%the%three%chapters%actually%highlight%the%
limited% role% the% EU% plays% in% overseeing% offshore% finance% in% the%
UKOTs:%a%task%still%largely%undertaken%by%UK4appointed%Governors.%%
The% four% chapters% that% then% follow% consider% the% French% OCTs.%
Holm% (chapter% 10)% provides% an% overview% of% French% OCT% relations%
with% the% EU,% before% Poirine% examines% the% differences% over% French%
Polynesia’s% political% status—largely% between% the% separatists% and%
the% autonomists—and% their% respective% attitudes% to% the% EU.% In%
chapter% 12,% Brown% highlights% the% ethnic% tensions% between% local%
Kanaks%and%settlers%from%France,%and%what%role,%if%any,%the%EU%can%
play%in%encouraging%reform%and%reconciliation.%Then,%Muller%focuses%
on% Mayotte,% which,% after% its% decision% to% become% a% fully4fledged%
Département(d’Outre(Mer,%necessarily%also%became%an%OR%of%the%EU%
in%2014,%upon%which%basis%additional%European%funds%will%flow.%The%
penultimate% chapter% provides% a% survey% of% recent% changes% in% the%
Dutch%OCTs%and%how%there%is%only%moderate%engagement%with%the%
EU%and%continued%uncertainty%over%whether%Bonaire,%Saba,%and%Sint%
Eustatius% with% their% new% status% as% special% municipalities% of% the%
Netherlands% will% become% ORs% in% the% future.% Oostindie% argues% that%
the% dominant% image% of% the% EU% is% one% of% ‘…excessive% regulations,%
potentially% increased% intervention% and% less% autonomy’.5% The% final%
chapter%on%Greenland%by%Gad%offers%the%strongest%example%of%OCT–
EU% engagement.% Greenland% has% significant% autonomy,% it% takes% the%
relationship%very%seriously%and%gains%significant%benefits%from%it.%
Overall,% this% book% provides% a% unique% and% generally%
comprehensive% and% nuanced% account% of% the% relationship% the% OCTs%
have% with% the% EU% and% their% administering% powers.% The% strongest%
part% of% the% book% lies% with% the% case% studies% and% particularly% the%
French% territories,% which% are% rarely% considered% in% the% Anglophone%
academic% literature.% Further,% the% book% highlights% well% the%
differences% that% exist% between% each% OCT% and% the% EU;% although% in%
many%cases%the%EU%still%plays%second%fiddle%to%the%long4standing%and%
dominant%role%of%the%administering%powers.%
%
Peter)Clegg)
Politics(and(International(Relations,(
University(of(the(West(of(England,(Bristol(
Email:(Peter.Clegg@uwe.ac.uk(
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NOTES
%%%There%is%a%distinction%be%drawn%between%the%Outermost%Regions,%which%are%
integral%but%distant%regions%of%EU%member%states%4%e.g.%Portugal’s%Azores,%Spain’s%
Canary%Islands,%and%the%French%Overseas%Departments%of%Martinique,%Guadeloupe,%
French%Guiana%and%Guadeloupe,%and%the%OCTs.%Unlike%the%OCTs,%the%ORs%must%
adhere%in%full%to%the%rights%and%obligations%arising%from%the%European%Treaties%
because%they%are%essentially%part%of%the%EU.%Financial%support%is%also%far%greater—
between%2007%and%2013%the%ORs%were%allocated%EUR7.8%billion.%
2%%%See,%for%example:%Kochenov%(ed.)%(2011)%EU(Law(of(the(Overseas:(Outermost(
Regions,(Associated(Overseas(Countries(and(Territories,(Territories(Sui(Generis%
(Kluwer%Law%International);%and%P.%Sutton%(2012)%The%European%Union%and%its%
Overseas%Countries%and%Territories:%the%search%for%a%new%relationship,%in%P.%Clegg%
and%D.%Killingray%(eds),%The(NonUIndependent(Territories(of(the(Caribbean(and(
Pacific:(Continuity(or(Change?%(Institute%of%Commonwealth%Studies).%
3%%%Ida%Hannibal,%Kristine%Holst,%Ulrik%Pram%Gad%and%Rebecca%Adler4Nissen,%‘European%
Union:%Facilitating%the%OCTs%in%Brussels’,%in%Adler%Nissen%and%Gad%(2013),%p.77.%
4%%%Cormac%Mac%Amhlaigh,%‘Late%Sovereignty%in%Post4Integration%Europe:%continuity%
and%change%in%a%constitutive%concept’,%in%Adler4Nissen%and%Gad%(2013),%p.47.%
5%%%Gert%Oostindie,%‘Post4colonial%sovereignty%games%with%Europe%in%the%margins:%The%
Netherlands,%the%Antilles,%and%Europe’,%in%Adler4Nissen%and%Gad%(2013),%p.210.!
1

%
Handbook) of) the) International) Political) Economy) of)
Governance,% Edited% by% Anthony% Payne% and% Nicola% Phillips,%
Cheltenham,% UK:% Edward% Elgar,% 2014,% 492pp.% ISBN:% 978404857934
34748.%
%
This%intellectually%stimulating%Handbook%will%appeal%to%anyone%with%
an% interest% in% the% spheres% of% governance,% international% political%
economy% (IPE),% international% relations% (IR),% and% political% science.%
Therefore,%it%comes%as%no%surprise%that%the%majority%of%contributing%
authors% to% this% hefty% volume% are% key% thinkers% in% these% different%
cognate% fields.% At% the% outset,% the% editors% promise% to% generate%
refreshed% debates% on% governance% in% IPE% through% innovative%
research.% Anyone% who% successfully% makes% it% to% the% concluding%
chapter% will% be% thoroughly% satisfied% that% they% do% deliver% on% their%
promise.% The% volume% is% dense% with% detail% on% both% historical% and%
current% governance% debates,% and% leaves% no% stone% unturned% in% its%
coverage%of%them.%%
% The% introductory% chapter,% authored% by% the% editors,% clearly% sets%
out% the% book’s% agenda,% which% is% to% confront% the% conceptual,%
theoretical,%and%empirical%challenges%that%have%haunted%governance%
debates% over% time.% The% book% is% divided% into% two% parts.% Part% I,% The(
International( Political( Economy( of( Governance,( serves% as% the%
intellectual% foundation,% and% explores% four% thematic% areas:% (a)%
ideologies% of% governance;% (b)% levels% of% governance;% (c)% actors% and%
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agency%in%governance;%and%(d)%ethical%issues%in%governance.%All%four%
chapters% are% excellent.% Part% II,% Governance( of( the( International(
Political( Economy,% entails% a% total% of% twenty4one% chapters.% This%
section%takes%a%more%hands4on%approach%to%the%overarching%theme%
of% governance,% delving% into% specific% classical% and% contemporary%
governance%issues.%I%shall%return%to%the%interplay%between%classical%
and% contemporary% shortly.% For% now,% attention% will% be% directed% to%
one%of%the%two%critiques%I%have%of%this%book.%%
Though%presumably%necessary%for%the%sake%of%boundary%setting,%
the% extent% to% which% this% binary% juxtaposition% between% theory% and%
practice%is%best%suited%for%such%a%large%volume%is%questionable.%With%
only% four% chapters% covered% in% the% first% section% and% twenty4one% in%
the%second,%there%is%a%degree%of%disequilibrium.%This%is%unfortunate%
since% the% complementarity% of% many% of% the% themes% in% the% volume%
easily%lends%itself%to%the%compartmentalization%into%more%than%just%
two%sections.%For%instance,%the%themes%of%economic%governance%and%
environmental%governance%are%addressed%in%at%least%three%chapters%
each% and% there% is% much% leverage% to% be% gained% by% grouping% them%
into%sections%of%their%own%with%titles%alluding%to%the%thematic%areas.%
Nevertheless,% the% thorough% analyses% that% are% sustained%
throughout,% coupled% with% the% level% of% engagement% that% compels%
critical% thinking% on% the% reader’s% part,% avert% any% degree% of%
disappointment.% Returning% to% the% classical4current% continuum,%
even%themes%which%are%no%newcomers%to%governance%debates,%such%
as%private%governance%and%global%governance,%are%subject%to%critical%
scrutiny,% thereby% encouraging% readers% to% view% them% through%
renewed% lenses.% This% re4examination% of% classical% issues% is% thus% a%
welcome%addition%to%this%volume,%especially%in%light%of%the%changing%
global% order% which% is% far% removed% from% the% twentieth% century%
when%those%topics%would%have%been%hotly%and%heavily%debated.%It%is%
equally% refreshing% to% see% non4traditional% topics% such% as% gender,%
intellectual% property% rights% and% money% laundering% making% their%
way%into%contemporary%governance%discourses.%%
Whilst% this% volume% boasts% many% noteworthy% features,% my% list%
shall% be% confined% to% three.% Firstly,% clear% links% are% established%
between% theory% and% practice.% The% book% has% great% utility% for%
academics%due%to%its%recurrent%usage%of%theoretical%and%conceptual%
jargon%that%are%common%to%the%aforementioned%fields.%At%the%same%
time% there% are% copious% empirical% examples% and% illustrations% from%
which% policy% framers% can% draw,% in% their% prioritization% of%
governance%issues.%Secondly,%the%questions%of%whom%the%actors%are%
and%from%where%agency%derives%in%the%governance%process%remains%
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at%the%forefront%of%the%reader’s%mind%throughout%this%text.%Most%4%if%
not%all%4%of%the%chapters%point%toward%the%fact%that%neither%states%nor%
state% actors% possess% the% authority% and/or% agency% they% once% did%
where% governance% matters% are% concerned.% By% way% of% example,%
contemporary% arrangements% illustrate% that% matters% of% economic%
governance% frequently% fall% under% the% purview% of% the% International%
Monetary% Fund% or% the% World% Bank,% matters% of% health% governance%
tend%to%be%within%the%remit%of%the%World%Health%Organization,%and%
the% rules% of% climate% governance% are% often% enforced% by% the% United%
Nations% Framework% Convention% on% Climate% Change.% Thirdly,% the%
importance% of% ideology% and% interests% in% shaping% not% only%
governance% but% also% global% agendas% is% underscored% in% the% most%
compelling%and%convincing%of%ways.%Attention%is%consistently%drawn%
to% the% means% by% which% competing% ideologies% and% interests% inform%
the%way%governance%manifests%itself%across%varying%levels%inclusive%
of,% but% not% limited% to,% trade,% health,% food% security% and% migration.%
Ideology% is% thus% regarded% as% a% necessary% part% of% both% the%
governance%process%and%the%analysis%of%it.%
There% is% no% doubt% that% the% main% objectives% of% the% book% are%
effectively% accomplished.% However,% my% second% and% final% critique%
refers% to% the% use% or% lack% thereof% of% tables,% figures,% charts% and%
diagrams.%Unfortunately,%the%chapters%in%which%these%tools%are%used%
could% be% counted% on% one% hand.% They% are% used% much% too% sparingly%
for% such% a% dense% volume,% making% interpretation% of% the% data%
presented% at% times% less% easy% than% it% could% be.% Still,% this% does% not%
unduly% distract% nor% detract% much% from% the% wealth% of% useful%
information% presented,% but% some% respite% from% what% are,% in% truth,%
highly% complex% debates% and% issues,% could% have% been% provided% in%
this%way%(and%particularly%so%for%student%readers).%%
Summarily,% the% Handbook( of( the( Political( Economy( on(
Governance(is%a%celebration%of%outstanding%scholarship%and%critical%
thinking.%This%volume%is%a%must%read%for%scholars%in%any%of%the%sub4
disciplines% of% IR% and% IPE% who% are% interested% in% examining% and% re4
examining% common4sense% assumptions% not% only% in% the% realm% of%
governance%but%other%topical%issue%areas%in%their%respective%fields.%%
(
Genève)Phillip))
Institute(of(International(Relations,((
University(of(the(West(Indies,((
St(Augustine,(Trinidad(and(Tobago((
Email:(geneve.phillip@yahoo.com((
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Resilience)of)Regionalism)in)Latin)America)and)the)Caribbean:)
Development)and)Autonomy,%by%Andrés%Rivarola%Puntigliano%and%
José% Briceño4Ruiz,% New% York:% Palgrave,% 2013,% 270pp.% Hardcover.%
ISBN:%97840423043683641.%
%
Regional% integration% takes% many% forms,% all% of% which% have% been%
promoted% at% one% time% or% another% in% Latin% America% and% the%
Caribbean.% In% this% collection% of% essays,% editors% and% contributors%
Andrés%Rivarola%Puntigliano%and%José%Briceño4Ruiz%argue%that%while%
plans% for% political,% economic,% and% cultural% integration% have% been%
outpaced% by% domestic% and% external% realities,% they% have% also% been%
conceived% with% more% intelligence,% conviction,% and% endurance% than%
is%usually%acknowledged.%Indeed,%it%is%hard%not%to%conclude%the%book%
without% wondering% what% might% have% been% achieved% if% deeper%
integration%had%in%fact%occurred%across%the%region.%
Rivarola%Puntigliano%and%Briceño4Ruiz%begin%the%collection%with%
a% well4reasoned% explanation% for% addressing% the% historical% roots% of%
regional% integration% in% Latin% America% and% the% Caribbean.% They%
concede%that%the%emphasis%in%much%scholarly%writing%has%been%the%
success% or% otherwise% of% different% schemes% and% on% contemporary%
efforts%to%enhance%bilateral%and%multilateral%trade.%They%propose%an%
alternate%view,%one%that%puts%regionalism%and%its%resilience%in%both%
cross4national%and%country4specific%historical%contexts.%Throughout%
the%centuries4long%elaboration%of%integrationist%ideas%three%themes%
have% repeatedly% emerged:% (i)% national% autonomy,% (ii)% economic%
development,%and%(iii)%common%cultural%identity.%
The% anthology’s% contributions% are% generally% strong,% with% some%
particularly% informative.% Casas4Gragea’s% essay% is% valuable% for% its%
description% of% the% movement% from% defensive% collective% sub4
continental% approaches% to% European% and% US% incursions% into% the%
region.% He% asserts% that% a% more% comprehensive% understanding% of%
colonial%and%neo4colonial%structures%is%required%to%comprehend%the%
nuanced% and% strategic% cooperation% in% both% the% economic% and%
political% realms.% While% highly% diverse% culturally% and% linguistically,%
the% Caribbean% has% achieved% some% measure% of% policy% and% trade%
collaboration%through%CARICOM,%as%described%by%José%Briceño4Ruiz.%
In% contrast,% Central% America% has% generally% shifted% away% from%
regional%consensus%and%integration%toward%stronger%economic%and%
political% integration% with% North% America% and% Europe,% according% to%
Rodrigo% Páez% Montalbán.% Mario% Vázquez% Olivera% and% Fabián%
Campos% suggest% the% difficulties% of% larger% regional% economies%
finding% union% with% smaller% neighbours% and% traces% the% Mexican%
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movement% towards% the% United% States% and% other% larger% partners,%
and% away% from% its% Latin% American% neighbours.% The% Brazilian% and%
Argentinian% efforts% to% enhance% integration,% described% respectively%
in% essays% by% Clodoaldo% Bueno% et( al.,% Andrés% Rivarola% Puntigliano%
and% Miguel% Ángel% Barrios,% chronicle% changes% in% domestic% and%
regional%policymaking%and%fortunes%that%have%diminished%even%the%
most%promising%of%agreements%like%MERCOSUR.%%
There% remain% two% areas% of% inquiry% that% deserve% further%
attention.% First,% while% emphasizing% historical% efforts% toward%
integration% instead% of% their% relative% successes% and% failures,% the%
editors%do%not%describe%in%sufficient%depth%the%worthy%outcomes%of%
collaboration,% however% fleeting.% We% know,% for% example,% that% brief%
periods% of% improved% bilateral% trade% relations% may% promote%
particular% industries% that% then% find% other,% often% multiple,% markets;%
formal% alliances,% however% short4term,% may% influence% diplomacy% in%
indirect% but% critical% arenas.% Moreover,% integration% need% not% be%
highly% formal% in% nature% for% these% meaningful% results% to% occur.%
Historic% trading% blocs% may% be% as% significant% as% more% intentionally%
and% formally% constructed% ones.% The% second% area% of% critique% is% the%
lack% of% sustained% attention% to% the% historical% origins% of% the% left4
leaning% trade% and% finance% bloc% that% has% emerged% of% late% in% Latin%
America%and%its%impact%on%both%regional%and%national%development%
patterns.%Whatever%one’s%views%of%Cuban,%Venezuelan,%Nicaraguan,%
and% other% regional% leftist% governments,% preferential% trade% in% oil,%
biomedical% technology,% and% other% resources% and% products% and%
enhanced% bilateral% and% multilateral% lending% and% aid% are% forms% of%
regional% integration.% Indeed,% the% extension% of% this% economic% and%
political% activity% to% other% nations% of% the% global% south,% particularly%
China,%has%contributed%to%a%decline%in%U.S.%trade%with%Latin%America.%%
These%criticisms%aside,%however,%the%collection%is%worthy%of%note%
for% focusing% scholarly% attention% on% the% contributions% of% Latin%
American% and% Caribbean% politicians,% governmental% leaders,% and%
public% intellectuals% to% the% discourse% and% policymaking% related% to%
regional% integration.% The% authors% make% a% valuable% contribution% as%
well% by% reminding% us% that% the% history% of% economic,% political% and%
cultural% collaboration% is% critical% to% an% enhanced% understanding% of%
current%relationships%among%nations%in%the%region.%
%
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(
Controlling) the) World) Bank) and) IMF:) Shareholders,)
Stakeholders,)and)the)Politics)of)Concessional)Lending,%by%Liam%
Clegg,%London:%Palgrave%Macmillan,%2013,%232pp.%Hardcover.%ISBN:%
97841413742745440.%%
%
Scholars,% academics,% and% practitioners% in% fields% ranging% from%
economics% and% international% political% economy% (IPE)% to%
development% studies% will% find% this% book% to% be% of% great% utility.% The%
author,%Liam%Clegg,%who%hails%from%an%interdisciplinary%background%
involving% politics% and% international% studies,% uses% this% much% to% his%
advantage,% creatively% concocting% a% well% structured% and% immensely%
detailed% piece% of% work% on% what% are% considered% to% be% two% of% the%
world’s% most% important% International% Financial% Institutions% (IFIs):%
the%International%Monetary%Fund%(IMF)%and%The%World%Bank.%%
The% six% chapters% that% make% up% the% book% are% for% the% most% part%
evenly% divided% in% terms% of% depth% and% scope,% giving% an% immediate%
sense% of% balance% in% the% issues% being% discussed.% Continuity% and%
change%are%two%of%the%main%themes,%which%pervade%Clegg’s%analysis%
of%the%Bretton%Woods%twins.%%
The%material%presented,%though%easy%to%digest,%sometimes%seems%
repetitive% and% here% and% there% delves% too% deeply% into% historical%
analyses%which%can%be%found%elsewhere.%Equally,%though,%this%does%
set%the%scene%well,%particularly%for%any%audience%that%may%lack%prior%
knowledge% of% the% histories% of% the% IFIs.% Clegg% must% be% commended%
for%the%fact%that%he%adds%much%to%literature%seeking%to%problematize%
the% control% of% the% IMF% and% the% World% Bank.% All% in% all,% Clegg% does%
what%he%promises%to%do,%which%is%to%‘explore%important%dynamics%of%
control% within% the% Bank% and% the% Fund’.1% Agents% on% the% giving%
(lending)% and% receiving% (borrowing)% end% are% given% equivalent% and%
sufficient% attention% and% the% constructivist% pathway% he% pursues%
effectively%bolsters%the%contributions%offered.%%
One%of%the%perennial%difficulties%with%writing%about%the%IMF%and%
the% World% Bank% is% that% there% is% no% shortage% of% literature% on% them.%
As%such,%one%would%be%hard4pressed%not%to%end%up%with%an%analysis%
that% reproduces% elements% of% existing% debates.% Because% of% this,% it%
took% a% little% while% for% the% study’s% distinctive% contribution% to%
crystallise:% the% book% could% have,% for% example,% begun% in% a% different%
way,% perhaps% by% telling% us% what% we% do% not% know,% rather% than%
making% the% obvious% point% that% ‘much% ink% has% been% spilt’% on%
analysing% the% institutions.2% Once% we% move% on,% though,% Clegg’s%
agenda% becomes% clearer,% and% his% claim% of% providing% an% analytic%
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framework% that% differs% to% other% studies% by% seeking% to% combine%
traditional% IPE% research% with% a% constructivist% agenda% becomes%
more% convincing.% Indeed,% his% attempt% at% bridge4building% between%
two% frameworks% 4% which% have% traditionally% been% viewed% as%
incompatible%by%some%4%is%both%clever%and%compelling,%particularly%
when%we%consider%the%explanatory%potential%that%this%combination%
yields.%%
In% the% first% chapter,% Clegg% commits% to% deepening% our%
understanding% regarding% the% dynamics% of% change% in% the% global%
economic% governance% arena.% Here,% he% laments% the% de4
contextualized% approaches% to% managing% policy% problems% in% the%
countries% that% international% organizations% propose% to% assist,% and%
attributes% their% failure% to% effectively% lend% themselves% to% global%
democracy%to%their%elite4dominated%governance%systems.%Following%
the% introduction,% two% chapters% are% dedicated% to% the% dynamics%
between% shareholders,% and% thereafter% two% more% are% dedicated% to%
those%between%stakeholders.%%
Chapter% two% captures% the% essence% of% agenda4setting% at% the%
World%Bank%based%on%shareholder%states’%material%power.%Notwith4
standing% the% complex% bureaucracies% at% this% level% and% the% material%
capabilities% of% shareholder% states,% one% is% encouraged% to% remain%
optimistic% about% norm% change% at% the% World% Bank.% The% Bank’s%
poverty% reduction% effort% transitioned% from% being% somewhat% of% an%
ad(hoc%procedure,%to%being%neatly%streamlined,%simultaneously%with%
the% Bank’s% attempt% to% secure% buy4in% for% the% Millennium%
Development% Goals%(MDGs).% The% evolution% of% the% Bank’s% poverty%
reduction% efforts% therefore% came% about% as% both% a% monitoring% and%
legitimation%device%in%response%to%growing%criticism%and%due%to%its%
attempt% to% re4frame% its% negative% imagery% regarding% its% interaction%
with%low4income%countries.%%
%
Chapter% three% highlights% not% only% the% power% of% the% IMF% in%
shaping% global% agendas,% but% also% the% struggle% that% characterises%
relations% between% the% various% factions% at% the% Fund.% Many% of% the%
rumblings% between% the% US% and% European% factions,% for% instance,%
were% linked% to% the% scale% and% manner% of% lending% in% low4income%
countries.% The% agreement% of% both% parties% to% the% establishment% of%
monitoring% and% evaluation% mechanisms% for% programmes% in% low4
income% countries% has% served% to% minimize% much% of% the% contention.%
This% transition% has% seen% the% hitherto% macroeconomic% yardstick%
being%replaced%by%a%developmental%one.%Chapter%four%explores%the%
changing% dynamics% at% the% Bank% as% stakeholders% become% more%
actively%engaged%and%absorbed%into%its%affairs.%The%body%is%credited%
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for%seeking%a%more%inclusive%approach.%Yet%the%relatively%moderate%
pace% at% which% this% change% occurs% is% lamented.% The% chapter%
effectively% traces% the% invisibility% of% stakeholders% in% the% Bank’s%
formative% years,% and% attributes% shifts% in% both% ideas% and% politics% to%
agitators%for%reform%both%inside%and%outside%the%Bank.%%
Chapter%five%takes%a%less%optimistic%tone,%with%the%IMF%described%
as%something%of%a%gated%community,%effectively%shutting%out%stake4
holders%from%decision%making%processes.%Unlike%the%porosity%which%
seems% to% exist% at% the% World% Bank,% the% staff% at% the% IMF% take% the%
blame%for%insulating%the%organization%against%stakeholders’%calls%for%
reform.%Clegg%affirms%the%sentiments%of%many%detractors,%indicating%
that% the% Fund% is% characterized% by% ‘gradual% evolution% rather% than%
revolution’.3% The% final% chapter% reflects% upon% the% shareholder4
stakeholder%dichotomy%and%revisits%the%role%of%the%IMF%and%World%
Bank% from% inception.% It% highlights% the% continued% dependence% of%
low4income% countries% on% them% and% hints% at% the% possibility% for%
continued% improvement% in% the% relationship% between% the% two%
groups% of% actors.% The% ambitions% of% stakeholders% to% gain% greater%
control%of%the%global%economic%power%centres%ought%to%be%tempered%
with% the% reality% of% the% material% and% agenda4setting% power% of%
shareholders.%This%is%the%key%idea%that%underpins%the%conclusions.%%
Clegg%essentially%ends%on%the%same%note%that%he%began,%which%is%
to% say% that% asymmetric% accommodation% continues% to% feature%
prominently% in% the% relationship% between% shareholders% and%
stakeholders.%Undeniably,%Controlling(the(World(Bank(and(IMF%has%
international% reach% but% simultaneously% it% resonates% well% within%
audiences% in% the% developing% world% as% they% re4examine% and% re4
evaluate%their%relationship%with%the%Bank%and%Fund%respectively.%%
%
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Failed) States) and) Institutional) Decay:) Understanding)
Institutional)stability)and)Poverty)in)the)Developing)World,%by%
Natasha% M.% Ezrow% and% Erica% Frantz,% London:% Bloomsbury%
Academic,%2013,%256pp.%Paperback.%ISBN%97841441150516.%
(
What% really% is% a% failed% state,% and% how% do% we% identify% this%
phenomenon?%How%does%state%failure%impact%political%and%economic%
performance?% And% how% do% we% go% about% rebuilding% failed% states?%
Natasha%Ezrow%and%Erica%Frantz%attempt%to%answer%these%questions%
in% their% book% Failed( States( and( Institutional( Decay:( Understanding(
Instability(and(Poverty(in(the(Developing(World.( (
(
The%authors%respond%to%these%questions%by%drawing%extensively%
on%literature%across%multiple%disciplines%to%develop%a%framework%for%
deconstructing%the%failed%state%concept,%and%then%use%this%method%to%
formulate%state%rebuilding%approaches.%They%first%argue%that%much%
of% the% failed% state% literature% incorrectly% treats% ‘state% failure’% as% an%
immeasurable,% amorphous,% and% ambiguous% concept.% In% other%
words,% they% posit% that% the% notion% of% ‘state% failure’% has% not% been%
sufficiently% and% rigorously% conceptualized,% which% leads% to% highly%
ineffective% responses.% Therefore,% Ezrow% and% Frantz% advocate% an%
‘institutional%approach’%that%purports%a%direct%relationship%between%
the% quality% of% certain% state% institutions% and% the% level% of% state%
stability,% which% ultimately% impacts% states’% political% and% economic%
conditions.%They%suggest%that%it%is%only%by%systematically%identifying%
and% analysing% these% essential% institutions% that% we% can% fully%
understand% state% failure% and% its% impact% on% economic% and% political%
performance.%% %
The%book’s%conceptual%framework%is%innovative%and%compelling.%
The%authors%establish%the%thesis%that%state%failure%is%not%a%function%
of% itself,% nor% need% it% be% an% abstraction.% Rather,% they% argue% that% the%
route% to% coming% to% terms% with% the% concept% of% state% failure% lies% in%
understanding% the% fundamental% importance% of% state% institutions,%
which% they% disaggregate% into% four% categories:% political,( security,(
administrative,(and(judicial(institutions.%They%identify%features%that%
define% the% first% three% of% these% institutions% as% high% quality,% which%
they% promote% as% key% elements% to% developing% a% functioning% state.%
The% characteristics% they% pinpoint% are% not% surprising% and% are%
consistent% across% much% of% the% literature% on% public% policy% and%
management.% In% making% this% argument,% they% include% notions% of%
meritocracy,%professionalism,%accountability,%transparency%equality%
of% access,% and% the% availability% of% resources% to% remunerate% public%
personnel% and% to% enable% institutions% to% undertake% their% charge%
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effectively.%However,%the%authors%are%less%definitive%about%political(
institutions%(elections,%legislatures,%and%political%parties),%noting,%for%
example,% that% democracy% in% and% of% itself% does% not% automatically%
make% for% high% quality% institutions.% While% not% embracing%
authoritarianism% either,% they% suggest% that% ‘the% relationship%
between% political% institutions% and% state% performance% is% highly%
context%dependent’.1%Significantly,%too,%they%focus%on%corruption%as%
one% of% the% main% signs% of% institutional% decay,% contending% that%
corruption% tends% to% precede% conflict,% is% often% a% handmaiden% to%
crime,%and%is%a%significant%contributing%factor%to%economic%decline.%% %
This% framework% logically% leads% to% the% authors’% formulations% of%
strategies%for%state%rebuilding,%offering%ideas%about%how%states%can%
reform% or% create% institutions% for% political% and% economic% stability.%
Here%Ezrow%and%Franz%advocate%three%elements%for%state%building:%
conceptual% clarity,% empirical% grounding,% and% realistic% expectation.%
Conceptual% clarity% —% that% is,% a% systematic% analysis% and%
understanding% of% the% importance% of% state% institutions% to% state%
stability% —% is% readily% obvious,% given% that% it% represents% the% book’s%
main%vocation.%The%other%two%elements%are:%‘empirical%grounding,’%
which%means%engaging%in%and%using%results%of%empirical%research%to%
inform% state% building% action,% much% of% which% the% authors% do%
throughout% their% text;% and% ‘realistic% expectations’% that% implores%
those% leading% state% rebuilding% efforts% to% be% thoughtful% about% the%
time%frame%for%state%recovery,%size%of%results,%and%full%return%to%state%
sovereignty.%%
The% book’s% argument% is% logically% and% methodically% developed.%
The% link% between% institutional% capacity% and% state% functionality% is%
established% by% drawing% on% the% vast% literature% but% also% connecting%
the% emergent% ideas% with% specific% examples% and% case% studies% from%
around% the% developing% world.% The% authors% are% intellectually% and%
methodologically%circumspect%in%detailing%their%justification%for%and%
evidence% to% support% the% positions% they% advance.% Consequently,%
their% endorsement% of% certain% characteristics% of% high% quality%
political,% security,% and% administrative% institutions% is% well% founded.%
Similarly,% their% caution,% as% it% relates% to% the% form% of% political%
institution% that% is% most% appropriate% for% a% functional% state,% comes%
across% with% credibility.% And% while% the% authors’% evidence% is% not%
based% on% their% own% primary% research,% their% skilful% and% extensive%
use% of% a% wide% variety% of% literature% from% within% and% outside% of% the%
context% being% discussed,% shows% a% sound% methodology,% an% ethical%
treatment% of% the% secondary% data% used,% and% a% strong% grounding% of%
their% argument.% As% with% any% academic% project,% there% is% a% limit% to%
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what%can%be%reasonably%covered,%and%some%issues,%such%as%the%role%
of% informal% institutions% in% state% stability,% are% not% covered% in% the%
book;%however,%for%the%most%part,%these%omissions%are%justified.%
Admirable%too,%especially%to%those%of%us%who%have%done%research%
on%development%in%post4colonial%societies,%is%the%authors’%attention%
to% the% historical% formations% of% many% developing% states,% and% how%
their%coerced%and%inorganic%development%into%nations4states%under%
colonialism% predispose% their% institutions% to% instability.% For%
example,%Ezrow%and%Frantz%highlight%how%state%institutions%in%these%
developing% countries% were% not% primarily% designed% for% nation%
building% of% local% societies,% but% rather% to% control% various% local%
populations% and% protect% the% interests% of% ‘foreign% actors.’% This%
contextualization%forms%a%meaningful%foundation%for%understanding%
state% failure% through% an% institutional% approach% that% has% important%
historical%roots%and%present%day%consequences.%Related%to%this%point%
is% the% authors’% identification% of% how% the% asymmetries% in% global%
power% relations% continue% to% distort% institution% building% through%
externally% imposed% ‘reforms,’% such% as% structural% adjustments% and%
other%political%economic%arrangements.%The%authors%rightly%return%
to%these%themes%in%their%discussion%of%state%(re)building,%foreign%aid%
and%intervention%at%the%latter%parts%of%the%book.%In%particular,%they%
highlight% the% mixed% results% of% foreign% aid,% which% often% lacks%
transparency% and% is% frequently% used% primarily% to% advance%
particular% political% interests% of% donors.% Their% engagement% with%
foreign%aid%further%highlights%the%challenges%of%state%building,%given%
the%history%that%it%is%often%driven%by%external%forces.%%
Ezrow%and%Frantz%also%present%their%guidelines%for%state%building%
—% conceptual% clarity,% empirical% grounding,% and% realistic%
expectations% —% all% as% functions% of% the% institutional% approach% they%
propose%and%build%throughout%their%book.%Yet,%while%it%is%clear%that%
their%proposals%are%drawn%from%the%vast%literature%on%state%reform,%
it% would% have% been% interesting% and% intellectually% bold% if% they% had%
integrated% more% of% their% cited% concerns% about% externally% initiated%
interventions% and% state% building% measures% into% their% suggestions.%
Doing% this% might% have% made% their% recommendations% seem% slightly%
more% consequential% than% the% conceptual( clarity,( empirical(
grounding,( and( realistic( expectations% they% suggest.% Here% I% believe%
the% authors% miss% an% important% opportunity% to% further% challenge%
dominant%but%wholly%inefficacious%ongoing%efforts%that%draw%almost%
exclusively%on%the%old%Western4centric%approaches%to%rebuild%‘failed%
states.’%%
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I% found% this% book% to% be% an% interesting% and% stimulating% read,%
primarily% due% to% the% ease% with% which% the% authors% develop% a% lucid%
conceptual%framework%that%guides%the%discussion%of%the%failed%state%
issue% throughout.% It% is% also% a% welcome% synthesis% of% the% vast% and%
varied%literature%on%a%persistent%problem%that%affects%many%parts%of%
the% developing% world.% The% text% represents% another% dimension% in%
the% study% of% the% politics% of% development% policy% and% management%
and%intellectually%innovative%approach%that%departs%from%the%typical%
tautology% often% found% in% failed% state% debates.% This% work% is%
important% beyond% the% academic% community;% it% has% practical%
significance,% advancing% logically% from% conceptual% clarification% of%
state%failure%to%useful%guidelines%for%identifying%and%intervening%in%a%
failed%state.%The%book%is%quite%accessible%with%meticulously%selected%
and%judiciously%used%examples%from%Africa,%Asia,%Latin%America%and%
the% Middle% East% that% limit% the% arbitrariness% of% the% discussion% and%
systematize% our% engagement% with% the% failed% state% conversation.%
Failed( States% is% a% must% read% for% policy% makers,% researchers,% and%
students% interested% and% or% engaged% in% international% development%
and%public%policy%and%management.%%
%
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